
TEA TIME 

 
— 

 

The ritual of drinking exquisite tea from a fine, porcelain cup accompanied 

by divine cakes, tantalising sandwiches, exotic delicacies and dear friends is said to 

have begun in a lady’s boudoir; Anna Maria’s, the seventh Duchess of Bedford and 

lady in waiting to Queen Victoria. Too hungry to wait for her evening meal, Anna or-

dered tea and light refreshments in the afternoon, delivered to her bedroom at Woburn 

Abbey. Later she invited friends to join her and soon an elegant tradition had devel-

oped; one that moved from the boudoir to the drawing room, and spread to London and 

across the country with afternoon tea becoming an art form and a social highlight. The 

Victorians knew just how to make an occasion special and here at The Palace Tea 

Room we do the same. Our tea time dainties are made with love and every cup of our 

tea is poured with more than a little devotion. 



TEA TIME 

 

— 

 

MORNING TEA                   34  

Served till 12pm 

A set selection of finger sandwiches, petit four, tea or coffee. 

CHILDREN’S AFTERNOON TEA     32 

Up to 12 y.o 

A set selection of finger sandwiches, petit four, 

scone with house made preserve and clotted cream, tea, hot chocolate, 

milkshake or soft drink. 

 

TRADITIONAL AFTERNOON TEA     45 

A set selection of finger sandwiches, petit four, a savoury pastry, 

scone with house made preserve and clotted cream, tea or coffee. 

 

SPARKLING AFTERNOON TEA      50 

A set selection of finger sandwiches, petit four, a savoury pastry, 

scone with house made preserve and clotted cream, tea or coffee 

A glass of Australian sparkling wine. 

CHAMPAGNE AFTERNOON TEA     60 

A set selection of finger sandwiches, petit four, a savoury pastry, 

scone with house made preserve and clotted cream, tea or coffee 

A piccolo of French champagne. 

 

 

 

 

 

** Dietary requirements need to be pre-advised 24 hours prior to arrival 

** 10% surcharge applies on public holiday 



SIGNATURE TEAS 

 

— 

 

CLARITY—CITRON GREEN WITH GINGKO 

This organic, handpicked green tea from Southern India is full of mellow and refreshing 

flavour with base notes of greenness and a delicate lemongrass and citrus, orange flow-

er twist. Stimulating and sure to awaken your senses, this tea is packed full of powerful 

antioxidants. 

DRAGON PEARLS 

As exotic as it sounds this tea is simply beautiful and a sheer delight. Hailing from the 

Fujian province in China the dragon pearls are hand rolled from the youngest silver tips 

and buds of green tea and gently mixed with Jasmine flowers, hand-picked at dusk 

when their scent is most intense. One cup of this lovely tea is just never enough. 

 

POMEGRANATE OOLONG 

A little bit daring and full of luscious layers of flavour, this tea has a seductively sweet  

fragrance and is full bodied and smooth. Highest quality Ti Quan Yin Oolong tea leaves 

harvested from the Fujian province in China create the rich base notes, with the sharp 

sweetness of pomegranate lending this saucy tea a subtle twist. Share with friends and 

lots of laughter. 

DETOX—LIQUORICE AND SPICY GINGER 

Our stimulating and refreshing Detox tea not only tastes divine, but is packed full of 

fantastic detoxifying properties to cleanse, revive and restore you back to brilliance. 

Caffeine-free, it is a tantalizing combination of sweet liquorice and spicy ginger des-

tined to captivate your senses and revitalize your body and soul. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SIGNATURE TEAS 

 

— 

 

PARIS VANILLA TEA 

Just like the French city, our bespoke Paris tea is elegant, sophisticated and oh-so-very-

chic, and of course, utterly delicious. The finest blend of black teas form the base notes 

with heady layers of creamy vanilla, caramel, tangy fruit and lemony bergamot making 

this one of our most vibrant and exotic teas. The aroma alone makes this tea alluring; in 

fact, it is so good you might not want to share it. 

 

PEACH FRUIT 

Feel virtuous and refreshed with a cup of our dynamic and intensely fruity peach tea 

created from a powerful mix of dried fruit, peach flavours, rosehip, hibiscus, apple and 

safflowers. This tea simply bursts with flavour, fruity and floral with just a touch of 

sharpness, it is splendidly rejuvenating and revitalising. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BLACK TEAS 

 

— 

 

Black teas range from mellow teas from China to full-bodied teas from 

Assam, India. Often they are served with milk and sugar. Black teas 

are withered, rolled, fully oxidised, and fired in an oven. This process 

creates the warm toasty flavours. In the best teas, complex flavours 

that are reminiscent of honey, malt, and cocoa develop.  



BLACK TEAS 

 

— 

 

ENGLISH BREAKFAST 

Ease into a blissful day with a cup of our distinguished English Breakfast tea full of 

hearty traditional flavours with a distinctive, invigorating base. This lovely tea, a blend 

of the fiest, full-bodied tea leaves is ideal for waking up to with a smile, and perfect 

throughout the day. 

ORGANIC BREAKFAST 

Start the day with wings and a halo after a cup of our bright and perky Organic Break-

fast tea. The light malty-honeyed base and tangy citrus notes are perfectly blended to 

create a medium-bodied, hearty tea crafted from the finest Assam tea leaves and 

smoother South Indian teas. Prepare to start the day impossibly cheerful after a cup of 

Organic Breakfast tea. 

 

EARL GREY  
(decaf version available) 

Distinctively fragrant and deliciously exotic, made from the finest Indian and Chinese 

tea leaves with tantalising notes of bergamot orange and floral tones; a cup of our Earl 

Grey is prerequisite for a luxuriant afternoon. Named after British Prime Minister Earl 

Grey in the 1830s this ever-so slightly decadent tea is a favourite amongst tea connois-

seurs around the world. 

 

ORGANIC EARL GREY 

Named after British Prime Minister Earl Grey in the 1830s this popular and distinctive 

tea is a favourite amongst tea connoisseurs around the world. Our organic version of 

the classic tea has a lighter, more subtle flavour laced with lemony bergamot and 

slightly floral notes. This is an elegant, chic tea full of sunshine and gentle optimism. 

 



BLACK TEAS 

— 

 

ASSAM  
(decaf version available) 

Hailing from the low lying region of Assam, India and made from small-sized Assam 

tea leaves, this tea is divinely malty, robust and rich in flavour; it is perfect for a morn-

ing boost and will lend a little pizazz to the day. Our Assam Irish Breakfast tea packs 

an unashamed punch and is heartily uplifting; be warned though, one cup might lead to 

another… 

 

DARJEELING 

Handpicked from beautiful gardens hidden high in the foothills of the Himalayas this  

sophisticated black tea has a distinctive aromatic, floral flavour that evokes the beauty 

and mystique of the landscape it comes from. Pale golden in colour, delicate and entic-

ing in taste, our Darjeeling will transport you back in time and place. 

CLASSIC ORANGE PEKOE 

A classic BLT (British Legacy Tea) that combines the strong teas from former British 

colonies. A great tea to wake up with or to shake you out of the afternoon doldrums! 

The British always use milk and sugar with this tea. 

 

CHAI 

Sophisticated, charming and full of Calcutta mystique, our Chai is a full bodied, zesty 

tea crafted from a special blend of Assam and Darjeeling teas laced with Indian herbs 

and spices and notes of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom and pepper. Fast becoming a 

favourite amongst tea drinkers, Chai is an elegant and soothing tea for anytime of the 

day or evening. 



BLACK TEAS 

 

— 

 

PARIS VANILLA 

Just like the French city, our bespoke Paris tea is elegant, sophisticated and oh-so-very

-chic, and of course, utterly delicious. The finest blend of black teas form the base 

notes with heady layers of creamy vanilla, caramel, tangy fruit and lemony bergamot 

making this one of our most vibrant and exotic teas. The aroma alone makes this tea 

alluring; in fact, it is so good you might not want to share it. 

VANILLA COMORO 

So toothsome, so delicious, vanilla Comoro radiates a softly sweet aroma and has a 

rich malty, yet light bodied character. Vanilla notes swirl in each sip of this tasty de-

caffeinated black tea enhanced by creamy vanilla from the Comoros island. A calorie 

free sweet treat! 

 

PEACHES & GINGER 

This black tea has the most toothsome aroma, blended with large chunks of ginger and 

peaches that gives it a moreish character. Perfect for a pick me up in the afternoon. 

 

CHRISTMAS 

Sweet fruit aromas mingled with a flurry of spices craft a resplendent holiday tea. The 

tart, lovely flavours of handpicked full-leaf Chinese black tea blended with citrus, 

almond, clove and cinnamon, release a spicy aroma with a smooth, full-bodied flavor 

and brisk finish. Wrap yourself in a cozy cup, replete with fragrant holiday spices. 



BLACK TEAS 

 

— 

 

SPICY CINNAMON  
(decaf version available) 

The ultimate in indulgence, this tea is lusciously sweet but balanced with a robust 

spicy edge that makes it hard to resist. Our Hot Cinnamon is a medium bodied black 

tea with an artful blend of cinnamons, orange and sweet cloves. Equivalent to a great 

big hug in a cup this tea is delicious at any time of the day. 

 

APPLE CINNAMON 

Reminiscent of fall in New England, our Apple Cinnamon tea is a comforting black 

tea blend made up of dark brown leaves from china black tea. As the name suggests, 

this tea has the fruity flavour of apple and just enough cinnamon to spice it up like a 

cup of hot cider. 

INDULGE—CHOCOLATE 

Indulgent, smooth and rich, in fact, utterly wicked without the calories; this tea is des-

tined to delight everyone. The strong, bold flavours combining tea and dark chocolate 

are eminently exotic, and supremely sophisticated; heaven in a cup. Perfect for any-

time of the day when a little extravagance is in order. 

CHOCOLATE MINT 

Chocolate extract embellished in peppermint leaves from Oregon blends beautifully 

with Chinese black tea to deliver this guilt-free indulgent drink reminiscent of an irre-

sistible after dinner mint.



BLACK TEAS 

 

— 

 

FLORENCE 

Our delicious chocolate hazelnut tea, better known as Florence. We can’t always be 

sipping hot cocoa while sitting in the Palazzo della Signoria. But, we can sip this deca-

dent blend of chocolate & hazelnut and dream we are there. Some say if you add a bit 

of milk it tastes like Nutella, but without the calories and that is a wonderful recom-

mendation. 

ROSE FLORAL TEA 

We don’t like to exclude gentlemen, but our Rose Scented tea is utterly feminine and 

dreamily romantic. The aroma alone is heavenly and the taste is simply exquisite; deli-

cate, floral and captivating. Crafted from a blend of large leaf China teas and scented 

with rose oil and tiny, pink rosebuds, it is almost too good to drink. Drift away to a 

dreamy reverie with a cup of our Rose Scented tea. 

 

 

BLACK CURRANT 

Burst with sweet berry aroma., black currant is a refreshing Chinese black tea with a 

rich and full-bodied juicy berry treatment. A trail of currant goodness travels down the 

throat but the signature black tea flavours still reign supreme. 

 

LAPSANG SOUCHONG 

Lapsang Souchong comes from the Wuyi Mountains (Wuyi Shan) in the north eastern 

part of Fujian Province. This was where the black teas were first developed. In the 

steeply forested mountains wood was plentiful, so it came naturally to smoke tea like 

bacon. The leaves were slowly withered to create a complex tea, then the leaves were 

slowly dried in rooms with a smoky fire below. An ancient and much loved tea from 

China, large leaves are dried over smoky pine fires. As  you might imagine, the tea 

develops a distinctive smoky flavour. Give it a try when you want a change of pace.

 



 

 

GREEN TEAS 

 

— 

 

Green teas are the most ancient teas. Originally from China, they were 

also transplanted to Japan many centuries ago. Green tea production 

methods vary but the focus is always to preserve the green colour. 

Thus, green teas are not oxidised. 



GREEN TEAS 

 

— 

 

GUNPOWDER 

Straight from China, Gunpowder tea is exquisite, rejuvenating and full of beneficial  

antioxidants, and a must have for every discerning household. Gunpowder’s green taste 

and gently fruity notes induce a feeling of well-being and contentment bringing a little 

happiness to every day. 

 

JASMINE 

Made from a pouching tea, the heady, fragrant and scented flavour of Jasmine tea is a 

divine indulgence. Floral and delicate, Jasmine tea is crafted using Jasmine flowers 

traditionally picked at dusk when their scent is most aromatic. This lovely tea is superb-

ly feminine and effortlessly elegant; it is enjoyed by tea connoisseurs around the world. 

 

JASMINE FAIRY MAIDEN 

This tea looks like a wide bullet of dull green tea with strands, until it unfurls in hot 

water, releasing a strand of jasmine flowers. 

 

JAPANESE SENCHA 

With its revitalising properties our Japanese Sencha is the perfect ‘pick-me-up’; it is a 

great way to start the day. Crafted from teas grown in Japan’s Shizuoka prefecture, this 

stimulating tea is the perfect combination of natural sweetness and astringency. It is 

slightly citrus and full of healthy antioxidants.  

 

CLARITY—CITRON GREEN WITH GINGKO 

This organic, handpicked green tea from Southern India is full of mellow and refreshing 

flavour with base notes of greenness and a delicate lemongrass and citrus, orange flow-

er twist. Stimulating and sure to awaken your senses, this tea is packed full of powerful 

antioxidants. 

 



GREEN TEAS 

— 

 

ORGANIC GREEN 

Delicate, refreshing and light bodied, this is a lovely, cheeky tea from Southern India, 

handpicked and lovingly blended with ginkgo, lemongrass and citrus peels to give it its 

distinctive citrus flavour. This tea has a gorgeous citrusy aroma and earthy base notes of 

ginkgo; it is light but flavourful and ever-so-slightly flirty. Drink with girlfriends and a 

good giggle. 

 

GENMAICHA 

This quirky but delightful tea has an appealing soft and nutty flavour with undertones of 

greenness and a mellow edge. Genmaicha, or popcorn tea is made from Bancha leaves 

harvested between summer and autumn and mixed with roasted rice kernels that burst 

open to create its distinctive and alluring flavour. One cup of Genmaicha mostly leads 

to another… 

 

BANGKOK—GREEN WITH COCONUT 

Transport yourself through the soul of Thailand with a sip of our Bangkok green tea, 

subtly mingled with smooth coconut, lemongrass & ginger with a hint of vanilla. Rife 

with exotic flavours, the hint of spicy aroma is as mysterious as it is enchanting. A sub-

dued but exotic escape.

CHERRY BLOSSOM 

Cherry blossom is an irresistible blend of green teas and vibrantly fragrant cherry fla-

vours. Hand picked full leaf Chinese green tea is lightly scented with mildly sweet cher-

ry notes, brewing a light-bodied cup. Cherry blossom is a spring awakening of the sens-

es. 

 



 

 

WHITE TEAS 

 

— 

 

White teas are among the rarest of teas in the world. They are the least 

processed. White tea is hand plucked, unopened buds, and often loaded 

with downy hairs. It brews up a subtle blend of sweetness and vegetal 

flavours. White teas are grown all over the world, however the best 

come from Fujian province in China and Sri Lanka in South Asia. 



WHITE TEAS 

 

— 

 

DRAGON PEARLS 

As exotic as it sounds this tea is simply beautiful and a sheer delight. Hailing from the 

Fujian province in China the dragon pearls are hand rolled from the youngest silver 

tips and buds of green tea and gently mixed with Jasmine flowers, hand-picked at dusk 

when their scent is most intense. One cup of this lovely tea is just never enough. 

 

SILVER NEEDLES 

A great introduction to white teas, silver needles will be much admired for its un-

matched subtlety and natural sweetness. Possessing a light and ethereal quality, this 

rare white tea required a long steep at low temperatures to bring out its complex fla-

vours. Green leaves and silvery white buds carefully plucked and lightly processed, 

brew a pristine, faintly scented tea. 

 

WHITE VANILLA GRAPEFRUIT 

Powerful antioxidant-rich white teas are enriched by vanilla and brightened by grape-

fruit bringing you a deliciously cleansing white tea. Each refreshing brew reveals light 

and smooth citrus notes. The whimsical fusion of white teas, vanilla and fresh citrus 

notes make for a complex yet wonderful aroma. Refresh, rejuvenate and cleanse your 

body with each delicate sip. 

 

WEDDING 

Our wedding tea is an elegant and beautiful blend; Chinese mutan white tea is infused 

with a hint of lemon-vanilla, and then pink rosebuds are added, to represent the bloom 

of a new love. A tea as special as the occasion it represents! 

 

WHITE CHRISTMAS 

Green and white buds are masterfully blended with almonds and soft, creamy delicious 

vanilla. Magical aromas waft up from your cup: nut aromas from almonds, spice from 

cardamom, and sweet creaminess from vanilla. 



 

 

OOLONG TEAS 

 

— 

 

Oolongs were developed after green and black teas. Originally they 

were developed in the Chinese coastal province of Fujian and eventu-

ally moved down the coast of China and across the waters to Taiwan. 

Repeated rolling brings the tea to the desired level of oxidation. All 

this work makes for a very fragrant teas that are light in body with fla-

vours reminiscent of peaches or tropical flowers. 



OOLONG TEAS 

 

— 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPERIOR OOLONG 

We searched through all of Anxi to find a tea that captures the high floral notes and has 

a nice body. Legend tells of the goddess leading a devout farmer to a tiny, yet intri-

guing aromatic tea plant that he nurtured and shared among neighbours with prosperity 

soon following. The smooth aroma will have you inhaling over and over again.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POMEGRANATE OOLONG 

A little bit daring and full of luscious layers of flavour, this tea has a seductively sweet  

Fragrance and is full bodied and smooth. Highest quality Ti Quan Yin Oolong tea 

leaves harvested from the Fujian province in China create the rich base notes, with the 

sharp sweetness of pomegranate lending this saucy tea a subtle twist. Share with 

friends and lots of laughter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HERBALS 

 

— 

 

Although not derived from the tea plant, thus not tea, these herbal infu-

sions have an ancient pedigree. Flowers, seeds, bark, and special fla-

vouring are used to make the best herbal blends. Traditionally, herbals 

have been used to calm or stimulate or treat minor ailments. Light in 

body, the colours of herbals may vary from pale yellow to brilliant red, 

with flavours that range from mild to robust. 



HERBAL, TISANES & OTHER COLOURS 

 

— 

 

 

 

SLEEPY-CHAMOMILE 

Sleep sweeter with our blissfully soothing, floral and delicate Chamomile tea, which 

calms your soul while delighting your taste buds, and has health boosting properties 

too. Crafted from a blend of beautiful, handpicked Egyptian Chamomile flowers, a cup 

of this tea contains a little piece of summer, lightness, freshness and total relaxation 

 

 

YELLOW & BLUE—CHAMOMILE & LAVENDER 

Yellow & blue is an artful blend of chamomile, lavender & cornflowers. Every breath is 

fragrant and fresh. The lavender infusion lends a floral, slightly sweet, and elegant aro-

ma at once soothing and pairs beautifully with calming chamomile and sweet, spicy 

cornflowers. The yellow, lavender and blue petals are beautifully colourful. This tea 

sings of spring with scent and taste like freshly picked posies from a flower field 

 

MOTHER’S BOUQUET 

A blend created in honor of all mothers. This is a beautiful, refreshing caffeine-free 

cup; chamomile flowers blended with rosebuds, cornflowers, and orange peel, infused 

with citrus flavour. 

 

 

ORGANIC ROOIBOS 

This tea is almost too good to be true, not only does it taste sensational, but it is packed 

full of health boosting properties, does not contain caffeine and ours is organic. Rooi-

bos is a natural herb unique to the South African Cedarberg Mountain and is the perfect 

replacement to black tea. It has a rich, heady and distinctly nutty flavor with a wonder-

ful aroma and is perfect at any time of the day. 

 

 

 

 



HERBAL, TISANES & OTHER COLOURS 

 

— 

 

ORGANIC PEPPERMINT 

A whole lot of pizazz in a cup, our Organic Mint tea is a vibrant mix of dark, tightly 

balled gunpowder green tea leaves from China artfully blended with refreshing, cool 

peppermint leaves from Oregon. This tea will bounce off your taste buds and leave you 

feeling minty fresh and energised. It is a great tea for a morning boost or an afternoon 

pick-me-up. 

 

LEMON HERBAL 

Slip into a world of calm with our ultimately soothing Lemon Herbal tea, a light, sub-

tle and charming tea with deliciously balanced lemon notes. Smooth and delightful, 

this tea is particularly lovely just before bedtime; we can’t guarantee sweet dreams but 

a cup of our tea is sure to help. 

 

MINT VERBENA 

Our mint verbena is an invigorating and full bodied herbal that combines two favour-

ites: caffeine-free mint and lemon verbena. Mint is also known to calm a temperamen-

tal stomach. 

 

ORGANIC GINGER & TURMERIC 

Organic Ginger & Turmeric Tea comes from the best part of the Earth to fuel the best 

days of your life. Organic apple, ginger, beetroot, and lemongrass add depth and 

brightness to this aromatic, golden tea. Revel in the powerful natural properties of 

ginger and turmeric combined. Enjoy its flavour and fragrance every day - it's an is-

land of calm in a cup. 

 

DETOX—LIQUORICE & SPICY GINGER 

Our stimulating and refreshing Detox tea not only tastes divine, but is packed full of 

fantastic detoxifying properties to cleanse, revive and restore you back to brilliance. 

Caffeine-free, it is a tantalizing combination of sweet liquorice and spicy ginger des-

tined to captivate your senses and revitalize your body and soul. 

 



HERBAL, TISANES & OTHER COLOURS 

 

— 

 

 

RASPBERRY FRUIT 

Very colourful, finely cut pieces of red hibiscus & rosehips, and green raspberry leaves 

blend together to create this deep, ruby red herbal drink. Very flavourful, this herbal 

has the fruity taste of raspberry and the tang of citrus. This caffeine-free blend is medi-

um-light in body. Fresh, fruity and surprisingly invigorating, this blend is sure to 

brighten your day. 

 

PEACH FRUIT 

Feel virtuous and refreshed with a cup of our dynamic and intensely fruity peach tea 

created from a powerful mix of dried fruit, peach flavours, rosehip, hibiscus, apple and 

safflowers. This tea simply bursts with flavour, fruity and floral with just a touch of 

sharpness, it is splendidly rejuvenating and revitalising. 

 

 

MANGO FRUIT 

Heaven in a cup starts with our Mango tea, full of zesty, sparkling flavours and a gor-

geous crimson-red colour. Guilt free and caffeine free, our Mango tea is a perfect 

blend of dried mango fruit pieces blended with mango flowers; the sweetness is bal-

anced by citrusy Rosehip and hibiscus. It is almost too good to be true. 

 

 

SPICED PLUM 

We love the mixture of dark, fruity plum flavours contrasted by the spice of  cinna-

mon , and lack of caffeine. Perfect for a relaxing afternoon. 

 



 

 

English Collection (All teas 100g) 

 

English Breakfast      19 

Darjeeling     21 

Assam Irish     19 / 26 (decaf) 

Earl Grey     21 / 28 (decaf) 

 

Gift Set (2 teas) —English Breakfast—Darjeeling— $40 

Gift Set (3 teas) —English Breakfast—Darjeeling—Earl Grey — $60 

 

 

Speciality Collection  

 

Chai       23 

Genmaicha     22 

Gunpowder     19 

Jasmine     20 

 

Gift Set (2 teas) —Chai —Genmaicha— $45 

Gift Set (3 teas) —Chai —Genmaicha— Jasmine— $65 

 

 

Sensory Collection  

 

Indulge—Chocolate    25 

Sleepy—Chamomile (40g)   20 

Detox—Liquorice  Spicy Ginger  26 

Clarity—Citron Green with Gingko 20 

 

Gift Set (2 teas) —Indulge—Sleepy— $45 

Gift Set (3 teas) —Indulge—Sleepy— Clarity — $65 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Connoisseur Collection  

 

Lemon herbal     21 

Pomegranate     26 

Peaches & Ginger    25 

Choc Mint     25 

Rose Scented     21 

Florence     26 

Paris      21 

Vanilla Comoro    26 

Bangkok—Green with coconut  22 

Peach      22 

Mango     22 

Raspberry     22 

Spiced Plum     22 

Apple Cinnamon    23 

Hot Cinnamon Spice    23  

Chai      23 

Gift Set (2 teas) —Paris—Chai— $47 

Gift Set (3 teas) —Paris—Chai—Rose Scented — $68 

 

Happiness Collection  

 

Japanese Sencha     33 

Jasmine Fairy Maidens    39 

Dragon Pearls     49 

Chinese Silver Needles   39 

Lapsang Souchong    24 

White Vanilla Grapefruit   39 

Gift Set (2 teas) - Jasmine Fairy Maidens —Dragon Pearls— $88 

Gift Set (3 teas) - Jasmine Fairy Maidens —Dragon Pearls — Japanese Sen-

cha $121 



 

 

 

 

Organic Collection 

 

Organic English Breakfast   29 

Organic Earl Grey    29 

Organic Green     29 

Organic Peppermint (40g)   25 

Organic Rooibos    25 

 

Gift Set (2 teas) - Organic English Breakfast—Organic Earl Grey— $58 

Gift Set (3 teas) - Organic English Breakfast—Organic Earl Grey— Organic 

Peppermint (80g)—$83 


